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Abstract

This paper examines the relationship between the legislature and the public administration in postwar Italy (understood as the period from about 1948 through 1994). Italian public administration is normally characterized as badly designed and inefficient, and government performance is usually classed as poor. I argue by contrast that bureaucratic inefficiency, excessive legislation, and widespread bureaucratic corruption were features of Italian public administration that were deliberately designed by legislators, and intended to enhance the reelection prospects for incumbents by providing them opportunities for extensive constituency service. The underlying incentives stemmed from the candidates' search for the personal vote, essential for retaining public office. Differences in the laws regulating the financing of political campaigns explains why excessive bureaucratization in the Italian context also resulted in extensive political corruption.
‘For a country as prosperous as Italy’, reports a standard textbook on postwar Italian politics, ‘the resulting quality of public services — education, health, social security, justice, transport — is exceptionally low’.¹ Not surprisingly, public dissatisfaction with the national bureaucracy and with political performance more generally has traditionally run high in Italy, much higher than in other western European countries.² Why has postwar Italian public administration and government performed so badly?

This paper argues that Italian public administration performed comparatively poorly during the postwar era as a result of the deliberate behavior of parliamentary officials, who were concerned to enhance their own reelection prospects. ‘Bad government’ provided reasons for members of parliament to offer voters compensatory constituency services. It also enhanced the partisan political loyalty of civil servants, who were typically appointed on a patronage basis, by providing them extensive opportunities to engage in bureaucratic corruption. While the overall system that emerged was not itself planned, the interactions and behaviors that underpinned it were strategic and self-serving.

This interpretation is an application and extension of a model of bad government originally elaborated with the United States in mind.³ It stands
in stark contrast to at least two other interpretations of government performance that have been forwarded specifically to understand the Italian case, and that rest on more general theoretical foundations:

1. The political culture argument, stemming from Edward Banfield\textsuperscript{4} and later endorsed by Robert Putnam,\textsuperscript{5} according to which poor institutional performance is an outgrowth of a weak civic culture and a low level of social capital (and ultimately of bad history);

2. The principal-agent literature, according to which bad public administration is a technical defect accountable to poor institutional design and/or inadequate political monitoring, which can be remedied by greater and better control by politicians of bureaucratic agents; in this formulation, politicians are assumed to want to control their agents in order to obtain substantive policy goals in the interests of the electorate.

Below, I evaluate these alternate perspectives against the evidence and show that they are less useful for interpreting important aspects of postwar Italian public administration than the rival electoral model elaborated here.

In the course of the presentation, I offer a unified interpretation for the
following unusual and in some cases ostensibly unrelated features of postwar Italian political institutions and behavior:

1. Why so many jobs in the public bureaucracy were filled on the basis of partisan rather than meritocratic criteria;

2. Why so much legislation was directed at narrow sectional interests;

3. Why there were so many more laws adopted than in comparable countries;

4. Why laws were comparatively detailed and lengthy;

5. Why a disproportionate number of civil servants were from the South of the country;

6. Why there was no ex post monitoring of bureaucrats;

7. Why political and bureaucratic corruption were so prevalent.

In this paper, I draw on a formal model but I do not provide a formal analysis. Much of the relevant modeling would be either derivative or obvious. The main goal of the present study is to make conceptual headway. My aims are to offer a coherent interpretation of the postwar Italian political order that I believe has not been previously articulated, at least not
systematically, and to unpack some analytic distinctions that have not been precisely articulated — for instance, between patronage and pork barrel politics. The arguments presented below offer a novel understanding of postwar Italian institutional performance. Because they are theoretically and comparatively grounded, they may well prove useful for rethinking aspects of ‘bad government’ that we encounter elsewhere.

Students of the Italian legislature have recognized for nearly half a century that Italian legislation was excessively detailed while simultaneously allowing bureaucrats excessive discretion. Students of local politics have commented for almost as many years that politics, especially southern politics, was largely organized around the distribution of patronage. In this paper, I marry these two observations to each other, and to contemporary theories of legislative behavior.

Two final notes before proceeding. The analysis I offer is pitched in the past tense, because it characterizes the years following World War II until approximately 1993–94, when the Italian postwar party system collapsed and the electoral system was substantially altered. Many aspects of Italian government have fundamentally changed since then.

Second, there are no systematic data available for most aspects of gov-
ernment performance with which I am concerned here. As a result, I draw
mainly on case studies for empirical evidence. This forecloses hypothesis
testing of a conventional sort. However, since most of the ‘facts’ underly-
ing the present analysis are probably uncontroversial among social scientists
knowledgeable about Italy, this is less of a problem than if the interpretation
required reference to less well known or more controversial phenomena. I am
interested in offering a new interpretation of ostensibly disparate, country-
specific ‘facts’, and fitting them into a theoretically-grounded comparative
framework.

The rest of this piece proceeds in six steps. First, I present a verbal sum-
mary of an electoral model of bad government. Second, I contrast this model
with alternative interpretations of the origins of bad government. Third, I
use the electoral model to gain purchase over important characteristics of
the Italian bureaucracy and its relations with the legislature. Using a clas-
sification devised by V.O. Key to study local machine politics in the United
States, I detail how civil service regulations were regularly evaded in post-
war Italy in order to construct a public bureaucracy in which appointments
were based on partisan patronage rather than professional expertise. Fourth,
I analyze the excessive legislation characteristic of postwar Italy. Fifth, I
distinguish political from bureaucratic corruption, and discuss why Italy ex-
perienced such comparatively high levels of both. A final section discusses
implications of the analysis.

1 How to Model Bad Government

I begin with a well-known model of voters, bureaucrats and legislators, due
to Morris Fiorina and Roger Noll. Rather than reproduce the model here,
I report some of its essential features.

In this model, there are three actors: voters, legislators, and adminis-
trative agents. The electorate is divided into single-member electoral dis-
tricts, and voters seek to maximize utility. Legislators seek to maximize the
probability of reelection, and bureaucrats seek to maximize the size of their
agencies.

The utility of voters can be affected in various ways. Legislators enact
programs, which have effects on voters. Second, legislation may redistribute
income. Third, policy implementation may involve citizens in unpleasant
interactions with the public administration, especially as public programs
become complex.
Legislators in turn engage in two types of activities. Collectively, they pass bills. Individually, they also provide quasi-monopolistic ‘facilitation’ services to constituents from their electoral districts. These services involve assigning staff members to help citizens deal with the bureaucracy, with which voters increasingly come into contact as government services expand. At the same time, the bureaucracy itself can help (or hinder) legislators in their facilitation activities, by providing information easily (or reluctantly) to citizens, and by playing its part in justifying the allocation of distributive (‘pork barrel’) policies to the district.

Although each actor is driven by rational and entirely understandable self-interest, the aggregate results are far from innocuous. Fiorina and Noll summarize them this way:

One consequence of the preceding argument is that legislators and bureaucrats have an incentive to produce government services in an excessively bureaucratized manner. To do so raises the demand for facilitation services. The electoral process does not check this tendency because voters face a prisoner’s dilemma in choosing among candidates. If voters disapprove of excessive bureaucratization, electing a legislator who attacks bureaucratic
inefficiency will be unlikely to alter the outcome of a majority-rule legislature, but will produce a less effective facilitator.

As the public bureaucracy grows larger, the importance of the performance of facilitation will grow, and a legislator who is a good facilitator will be increasingly likely to be reelected.¹⁰

The model predicts an all-too-familiar world in which the pursuit of individual self-interest leads to a socially suboptimal outcome. Legislators come increasingly to devote resources to helping citizens negotiate a bloated bureaucracy that the legislature itself has created, while at the same time attention to matters of general and national (rather than district-specific) public policy evaporates.

This produces ‘bad government’ in at least two distinct but interconnected ways. First, legislators have an interest in generating excessive bureaucracy rather than reining in expansionary ambitions on the part of agencies; second, voters act to reward rather than punish this behavior. As a result, not only do elected officials do the wrong thing — at least judging by the interests of the public — but the numbers of those doing the wrong thing grows over time. In fact, legislators who whether deliberately or inadvertently neglect ombudsman services are less likely to be reelected than those
who devote resources to such activities. Dissatisfied voters, because they are divided among electoral districts, are unable to rise up and ‘throw the rascals out’. Although collectively they may disapprove of the extent to which resources are devoted to bureaucratization, constituents in each district have an interest in retaining an experienced and able representative to deal effectively with the bureaucracy. This gives rise to an incumbency advantage, undermining the accountability that democratic electoral competition should guarantee.\textsuperscript{11}

This model was devised to understand characteristics of the American political system that were evident in the 1970s, including the incumbency advantage apparently enjoyed by the Democrats, the proliferation of government services and bureaucratic interventions, and the increasing provision of direct services to constituents by congressional staff in helping the former manage interactions with the federal bureaucracy.\textsuperscript{12}

Fiorina and Noll believe that their model is mainly applicable to settings whose electoral systems are characterized by single-member districts, because claiming credit for the provision of facilitation services depends on the near-monopoly control of such services that single member representation ensures.\textsuperscript{13} In fact, however, the search for the ‘personal vote’ is characteristic
of all democratic political systems in which voters designate individual candidates — including open list PR and the single non-transferable vote (SNTV) — so long as legislators are able to devise ways to claim individual credit for the facilitation services that they provide.\textsuperscript{14} As a related comparative study reports, where these institutional modifications to a PR system exist, they generate outcomes not unlike those observed in the United States; that is, individual legislators have incentives for credit-claiming, which results in policy packages suitable for enhancing the scope of that activity.\textsuperscript{15}

In Italy, the designation of individual candidates by voters was provided by the system of preference voting that obtained after World War II until the 1994 parliamentary elections. Excessive bureaucratization was exhibited largely through excessive legislation, both in the sense of legislation that was unusually verbose and in the sense of the promulgation of too many, often contradictory, and badly written laws. The provision of services by politicians to individual constituents was provided by the system of political patronage that legislators constructed, where patronage consisted of concrete individual benefits (jobs, especially in the public administration) and help in negotiating the complex legal regulations affecting daily life. The response of many voters to such a system was to offer their votes in exchange for
patronage and constituency services. The ability of individual politicians to claim credit for such services was orchestrated and coordinated by the factional organizations that characterized the ruling party, Italian Christian Democracy (DC).

2 Alternative Interpretations of Bad Government

Students of Italian politics have not failed to observe that many aspects of that country’s postwar political regime and administration may appropriately be characterized as bad government. But these have not typically been interpreted as deliberately serving the electoral advantages of incumbent politicians. Instead, two alternatives have tended to dominate the literature: a cultural/historical interpretation and an institutional design interpretation.

The most well known version of a cultural/historical approach is that associated with Banfield and later with Putnam. The latter argued that the differential levels of government performance found across the Italian regions could be traced to the varying degrees of ‘social capital’ available, and ultimately to different histories. According to this view, if Italian government performs badly, it is because citizens have inadequate trust, and society a
low level of social capital.

This interpretation has been criticized on both theoretical and empirical grounds. Theoretically, Putnam’s argument has two major weaknesses: first, he offers little to account for the persistence of traits that he argues characterize different Italian regions for about seven hundred years; and second, social capital may be endogenous to institutional performance rather than a cause of it. Empirically, Putnam’s study has been criticized on a number of grounds, among which omitted variable bias — the areas of Italy with the best institutional performance are those with Communist local governments, a variable that does a better job accounting for institutional performance than social capital measures, a fact to which I shall return in the analysis to follow.

A second approach to understanding bad government draws on a principal-agent framework. This view contends that legislators seek to achieve policy goals, but that bureaucrats, given their greater access to specialized policy information, may not faithfully execute the goals of their principals. The perspective extends and builds on Max Weber’s original insight that the specialized expertise of bureaucrats pits them against the democratic ethos of the elected politician.
According to this view, the problems of postwar Italian government lie largely with poor institutional design and bad legislation. Giorgio Freddi, for instance, has argued that Italian public administration performs badly because of its excessively hierarchical nature and that performance would be improved were it redesigned to operate more along the lines of private industry. More recently, Alberto Vannucci as well as Donatella della Porta and Alberto Vannucci have contended that political corruption in Italy stemmed in part from the poorly designed administrative structures found there, and that reform of the public administration is critical to limiting bureaucratic discretion, of which corruption is but an extreme form.

An notable limitation of this approach is that it fails to explain why legislators enacted such badly designed pieces of legislation in the first place and why, once poor design was evident, they failed to correct it. In a principal-agent approach, if the behavior of bureaucrats fails to conform to the interests of their ultimate principal — the electorate — politicians can redesign institutions. Bureaucratic slippage is endemic, but the job of the elected official is that of tinkering with the design of institutions so as to limit this slippage. While it may never be possible to eradicate it entirely, and the interests of bureaucrats and politicians therefore require constant realignment, in a
modern democratic setting persistent, massive bureaucratic indifference to
the expressed desires of a majority of the electorate is largely inexplicable
within a principal-agent framework. Instead, the strengths of this approach
lie with its attention to the subtle ways in which legislators use ‘structure
and process’ to shape bureaucratic behavior and outputs, even without di-
rectly intervening in or overseeing the daily operations of agencies.26 Such an
approach has little to say about chronically ‘bad’ bureaucracy; bureaucracy,
that is, that conspicuously fails to conform to the legislative intentions of
elected officials or that chronically and persistently undermines the public
interest.

The social capital and principal agent approaches have in common a view
that politicians are driven primarily by policy goals. But, drawing on the
classic study by David Mayhew,27 a vast literature explores the consequences
of conceptualizing the goals of legislators in more narrowly electoral terms.
Below, I explore the consequences of conceptualizing the goals of politicians
as electoral first and foremost for our understanding of postwar Italian design
of public administration and certain characteristics of law-making.
3 Bad Government in Italy

The essential features of the alternative electoral model are:

- that voters designate individual candidates;
- that excessive bureaucratization occur, rendering it difficult for ordinary citizens to negotiate the national government;
- that legislators provide specific benefits to constituents in their districts;
- that these benefits include help negotiating the excessively complex national bureaucracy itself;
- that the provision of these facilitation services improve with legislative experience;
- that voters be able to trace the provision of such services directly to the individual politician who secured them.

In principle, none of these characteristics obtain in a strict party list system of proportional representation combined with parliamentary government. In such settings, the locus of political representation comes from nationally
organized parties rather than geographically specified electoral districts that are represented by individual politicians. In fact, however, all of these features, characteristically associated with single-member districts, may obtain with apparently minor institutional modifications of PR and parliamentary government.

In a closed party list system of proportional representation, in which electors vote solely for a political party, and the party itself exercises control over which candidates are seated in parliament, voters are not able to reward and punish individual candidates for public office. Hence, legislators have few incentives to cultivate a personal following. However, many party list systems provide some way for electors to designate those specific individuals whom they wish to represent them in the legislature. In Italy, until 1994, in addition to specifying a party, voters were allowed to choose up to three (or in larger districts four) individual candidates from off the party list by giving them their preference votes. Voters were not required to use their preference votes, and usually did not. But they enjoyed the option of using all or some. In the 1970s, for instance, about a third of all possible preference votes were cast.
Because the allocation of parliamentary seats to individual candidates depended strictly on the number of preference votes each collected, the system of preference voting gave individual legislators incentives to claim credit for specific allocations to their districts, and to otherwise construct an individual political identity. Such allocations served to advertise the legislator’s abilities, thereby protecting and enlarging his pool of preference votes. The preference vote system thus introduced a strong element of personalism into a political system in which parties and party lists otherwise dominated. Not surprisingly, preference voting was heavily southern, rooted precisely in those parts of the country marked by endemic unemployment, lower levels of economic development, and lower levels of education. Survey data from 1962 show that 72 percent of southerners used at least one preference vote whereas only 40 percent of northerners did, and these figures are characteristic of enduring differences between Northern and Southern electoral behavior throughout the postwar era.\textsuperscript{31}

But how could politicians, once elected, actually provide specific services to their districts, and how could they get credit from voters for having done so? Two mechanisms were available for the provision of specific services: 1) pork barrel legislation and 2) political patronage. I discuss each in turn,
analyzing the latter both as the provision of employment and as the provision of facilitation services to negotiate the bureaucracy itself.

First, legislators could take advantage of the Italian parliament’s unusually strong committee system to elaborate district-specific allocative legislation. The committee system, and the resulting proliferation of precisely targeted allocative legislation, have been carefully studied. Italy’s committee system has been classed as the democratic world’s strongest next to that of the United States. One of its unique characteristics, which encouraged pork barrel allocations, was the assignment by the house chair of legislation to committee for final passage. When this happened, legislation was referred to committee and decided there, without ever returning to the full floor for a final vote. This dampened partisan political conflict. Given the highly polarized nature of Italy’s party system, legislation that came to the full floor was typically enmeshed in ideological controversy. Conversely, legislation that remained in committee, out of public view, was normally passed by large majorities — typically on the order of 90 per cent — which acted as if the legislation was politically uncontroversial. Most legislation, as a result, was passed by committee, allowing legislators to target policies to the district that elected them.
A second characteristic of Italian parliamentary rules that encouraged specific pork barrel allocations was that individual legislators had untrammeled authority to introduce private member’s bills into parliament. While most of these failed to secure passage, a somewhat surprisingly proportion did pass, mainly those emanating from DC members of Parliament.\textsuperscript{38} And most of these were never debated on the full floor, but passed in committee.\textsuperscript{39}

These two factors — the strong committee system and the ability of individual MPs to write bills — interacted to engender the proliferation of what Alberto Predieri and later Giuseppe Di Palma classed as sectional and microsectional legislation (known in Italian as leggine). Such legislation, which is usually defined as ‘small, highly clientelistic bills passed in committee’,\textsuperscript{40} is normally labeled pork barrel legislation in the US. In Italy, such legislation was typically introduced by the government, referred to committee, and successfully enacted there.\textsuperscript{41} As a result, most legislation in the postwar era was directed at geographically-specific areas. The weight of geographic representation even in a country whose electoral system was characterized by PR was underpinned by the careful allocation of cabinet positions across electoral districts: that is, Italian cabinet positions were largely distributed proportionately to the per cent of those elected per district out of the total
elected. Such a quota system strengthened the links between individual politicians and the districts that elected them, reinforcing the former’s interest in providing constituency services to their localities.

The introduction and passage of pork barrel allocations was not wholly adequate for individual credit claiming. Of course, individual legislators could report to interested constituents that they had successfully introduced and then steered through parliament the legislation that stood behind the construction of a new road, the installation of a power plant, or the introduction of indoor running water. Indeed, the government helped its deputies do just that, by firing off a ministerial telegram to the district announcing each new public works project — and identifying the individual legislator responsible. But since legislation had to be passed collectively, credit naturally had to be shared. Incentives thus existed for additional activities that would allow individual MPs to claim credit in order to enhance their prospects for obtaining preference votes, thereby securing reelection.

The principal mechanism that legislators developed over the postwar period to provide specific services to their districts was Italy’s system of patronage appointments to the public administration. This technique was used especially in the South, where the absence of traditional collective and class
identities made the ‘individualistic mobilization’ of voters, as Alessandro Pizzorno labeled it, especially viable.\textsuperscript{44} It entailed local political machines that individual legislators and their factions controlled making appointments to the public administration on the basis of partisan and factional loyalties, circumventing civil service regulations. Since some aspects of this system are not commonly known, I detail them.

3.1 Patronage Appointments: Jobs as Constituency Service

The provision of jobs in an economy in which employment opportunities were inadequate was a direct service to a constituent and his (extended) family. Moreover, if done properly — especially if done through the personal \textit{raccomandazione} of the patron — the allocation could effectively bind the constituent to the patron. The \textit{raccomandazione} allowed the patron to successfully claim credit for having provided the job. Thus, in Italy public service was allocated to those who ‘have relatively few other options for employment but the state’\textsuperscript{45} This was a prefect mechanism for the individuation of credit claiming by legislators, precisely because job provision was a service that was genuinely welcomed and deeply valued in an economy marked by deep and persistent pockets of underdevelopment.
Jobs can be provided as a collective good, by manipulating the macro-economy to generate employment, for instance, or by enacting social legislation that expands public sector employment. The incentives emanating from Italy’s electoral system militated against the provision of employment as a collective good, however, and for the provision of it as a series of individual benefits instead. Jobs can be provided as an individual benefit if each allocation is perceived by the recipient as a personal allocation, almost a kind of favor.

The DC did not begin its postwar rule destined to become a party of mass political patronage. But after the party’s electoral decline in the 1953 parliamentary elections, when its share of the vote slipped from the 48.5 percent it had won in 1948 to 40.1 percent, the DC as a whole was under pressure to improve its electoral showing. Individual legislators had incentives for the party to do so in ways that were compatible with their own needs to retain preference votes; that is, to individuate their services. The massive system of political patronage that the leaders of the DC constructed after 1953 was their aggregate answer to the problem of providing constituency service and claiming individual credit — to enlarging the party’s aggregate vote share while protecting the incumbency advantage of individual legislators.
Here is a one description of the uses of political patronage by a local DC party boss in a Southern Italian town in the 1950s:

"From 1954 to 1959 he [Rota, the local party boss] was ... town councillor in charge of public works and urban planning ..."

A second crucial resource was also available to Rota for political patronage. At the beginning of the fifties three of four tobacco factories of the town were bought by a state-controlled agency. The party boss ... knew most of the directors of the factories and it was therefore easy for him to influence the placement policy of the industry; he claims that between 1954 and 1959 he placed more than 600 workers in these factories.

Rota could finally have recourse to a third fundamental resource, namely his Rome party connections. ... He claims, for instance, that he obtained the funds for a new elementary school directly from Mr. Emilio Columbo [a DC national leader]. In general, his connections allowed him to intervene in all sorts of informal arrangements whereby local people could obtain through his mediation the intervention of powerful political figures in Rome for the solution of their personal problems.
The party boss used these resources to buy votes. ... He was a politician who had to build electoral backing in an increasingly competitive political setting.47

Rota’s strategy resulted in his successful mayoral victory in 1959 and, because such practices were replicated by other local party bosses throughout hundreds of localities in the South, in the transformation of the DC into a party of mass patronage, as it was commonly called. Especially useful for supplying patronage was the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno, a central government parastatal agency established with the ostensible goal of helping develop the South’s lagging economy. The government systematically allowed national resources to be carved up into benefits that could be individuated, thereby enhancing the reelection opportunities of its legislators.

The systematic use of patronage throughout much of the Italian South beginning in the 1950s and continuing thereafter paid off politically for many decades. In the elections of 1963, when the DC’s share of the national vote slipped to 38 percent, losses were concentrated in the North while in the South the DC won 42 percent, for instance.48 And while political patronage was certainly not adequate for maintaining the DC’s hold on national power into the 1970s — that it admitted the Italian Socialist Party into government
in 1963 attests to this — it continued to offer an important source of votes, especially in the South.

Note that the Rota example, above, exhibits an interplay of all possible types of district-specific constituency service: collective pork barrel allocations (in this case, a school), individual allocations of public sector jobs, and, finally, help negotiating the national bureaucracy. But note as well that the systems of political patronage that developed in postwar Italy were overtly partisan, unlike the constituency services described by Fiorina as characteristic of the US, for instance. Typically, Italian patronage services were offered exclusively to known or potential party loyalists, and they functioned explicitly as one side of an exchange of public resources for votes. Usually when patronage was distributed, it was identified not as a government resource (which it is) but as a party resource.

There were also differences in the types of benefits allocated through patronage and through US constituency service. *Patronage may be conceptualized as the individuation and personalization of pork barrel allocations.* Whereas the typical pork barrel allocation involves the distribution of a collective benefit — building a factory, for instance, that will offer employment, or the construction of a road, a school, or a harbor — targeted to a specific
electoral district, political patronage involves the distribution of the same benefit but in an individuated fashion. Instead of a factory that enlarges employment opportunities, patronage offers a job to a specific individual; instead of a road improving transportation, it offers rides to the polls to party members; instead of a school, it offers a party member's teenage child entry to a specific educational establishment; instead of a harbor whose ships all firms can use for moving their goods elsewhere, it gives only some firms authorization to export goods. One observer reports:

Andreotti [a nationally important DC politician] is said to organize summer camps for children of his constituency with secret funds from the Defense Ministry budget, while Sullo [another DC politician] has used his position as Minister of Public Works to put thousands of his followers to work on government projects.\textsuperscript{50}

In a patronage system, pork barrel allocations, which although targeted at specific electoral constituencies nonetheless involve public goods, are transformed into private goods, aimed at specific, named clienteles.\textsuperscript{51}
3.2 Methods of Evasion of Civil Service Regulations

How can government jobs be distributed using partisan rather than meritocratic criteria in a modern democratic country? In principle, Italian public administration, like its counterpart in other liberal democracies, is a neutral, impartial, and non-partisan body entrusted with executing parliamentary instructions.\textsuperscript{52} Civil service regulations guide the appointment process for positions in the public administration. In practice, however, as the above examples suggest, postwar Italian public administration and the state sector more generally served as vast reservoirs of political patronage, meaning that appointments were frequently made deliberately for partisan advantage rather than on professional and merit bases. In particular, the expansion of the parastatal sector — an agglomeration of public industry and non-ministerial state offices, including the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno — which occurred in the postwar era was aimed specifically and deliberately at expanding the bases for the DC’s (and later the Socialist Party’s) political patronage.

In his study of patronage appointments in US cities early in the twentieth century, V.O. Key enumerated five ‘methods of evasion of civil service laws’ that can equally well be used to classify the ways in which civil service
regulations were violated in postwar Italy.\(^{53}\) Key’s list was as follows:

1. limiting the scope of merit laws;

2. appointing the ‘right guys’ to civil service commissions;

3. budgetary sabotage;

4. manipulating the selection process, including fixing examination results;

5. manipulating the movement and promotion of personnel.

While I have not identified any instances in which the Italian parliament deliberately reduced the budget of public agencies that proved resistant to patronage appointments (perhaps because I have not been able to identify any such politically troublesome agencies), the other four methods are applicable to and indeed appear exhaustive of the postwar Italian situation. The specific ways in which civil service laws were routinely violated in Italy were as follows:

1. Limiting the scope of merit laws
• by open use of a spoils system within the parastatal and parallel administrative structures, where civil service procedures were not required and appointments were made directly by the government;

• within ordinary ministerial departments by legally bypassing the normal appointment procedures;

• within ordinary ministerial departments, by attaching non-civil servants who were selected on the basis of purely partisan criteria;

2. Appointing the ‘right guys’

• by effectively appointing people to nominally elected positions, for instance in the local or national administrative councils responsible for overseeing public agencies;

3. Manipulating the selection process

• within ordinary ministerial departments by fixing examination results;

4. Manipulating the movement and promotion of personnel

• within ordinary ministerial departments by promoting persons on the basis of political, not professional, merits.
I now detail each in turn.

3.2.1 Patronage Appointments in the Parallel Administration

It is standard in Italy to distinguish the ordinary ministerial departments from the parallel administration, a complex and probably unique melange of parastatal bodies, public agencies, and public corporations. Until chunks of it were privatized in the 1990s, the latter included most the country’s banks, the large state industrial sector organized into the country’s state-holding corporations, the social security agency, and various administrations (including those regulating forestry, road building, telephone, post and until 1985 the railways) that were autonomous from the ministerial departments although their boards were headed by the appropriate minister. As a result of this heterogeneous and extensive parastatal sector, in 1990 the central ministries employed only about 2 million of Italy’s more than 4 million public sector employees.

Some idea of the scope and complexity of the public sector is given by various attempts to census the number of national public agencies (enti pubblici) outside the ordinary ministerial departments. In 1947, some 841 were identified; in 1973, more than 3,300. Later in the decade, another study
found nearly 55,000 national public agencies, excluding local government bodies. The legal status of these various public bodies are highly variable: some fall under ministerial supervision, some are overseen by elected boards, some function as joint-stock societies with private investors involved. This organizational complexity, which necessarily hampered public oversight, was one factor that permitted Italian public administration (starting with the parastatal sector, but gradually spreading to the ministerial departments as well) to be so easily invaded by patronage appointments.

Italy’s large parastatal sector is not covered by civil service regulations. Appointments occurred through partisan affiliation, in a process known as ‘lottizzazione,’ or division of the spoils. Governing parties and party factions divided up appointments, the latter in proportion to the strength exhibited through internal party elections to the DC National Council. Some public offices — for instance, each of the country’s three national television networks as well as the social security administration — were regularly parceled out to a particular political party or DC faction. Eventually even the major opposition party became involved in this process, although always to an extremely limited extent.
3.2.2 Legally Bypassing Civil Service Examinations (‘titolarizzazione’)

Recruitment procedures to the public administration reflected the standard Italian regulatory pattern of specifying bureaucratic obligations in minute and often excruciating detail. Although recruitment in principle proceeded on the basis of merit examinations, the procedures were so lengthy and cumbersome that those required to make normal appointments averaged three years.\(^{58}\) In this situation, ministries were often required to hire on a temporary basis, and they were permitted to do so. In principle, such appointments were valid only for six months. However, temporary appointments could be transformed into permanent ones through legislative initiative. This occurred quite commonly. Between 1956 and 1961, 41 percent of Italian civil servants were hired without having stood merit examinations.\(^{59}\) The extent to which civil service examinations were bypassed increased subsequently. Between 1973 and 1990, about 350,000 civil servants were recruited without examinations. Twelve times Parliament passed special laws regularizing initially temporary appointments, often for hundreds of thousands of persons at a time. Over the same period, about 250,000 persons were recruited through normal civil service procedures.\(^{60}\) As a result, between 1973 and 1990, nearly
60 percent of Italian civil servants were appointed outside normal procedures.

The essential element underpinning the repeated breaches of procedure were excessively detailed regulations. Because they were inherently unimplementable as written, at least in large measure, they effectively permitted nearly complete discretion.

3.2.3 Attaching Outsiders to the Higher Echelons of the Public Administration

A 1972 piece of legislation permits non-civil servants to be ‘attached’ to the higher echelons of the public administration. This allowed members of the cabinet to appoint, on the basis of partisan criteria, loyal followers to positions of public service.61

3.2.4 Patronage Appointments to Nominally Elected Positions

In Italy public agencies such as the local health authorities and school boards were typically run by locally-elected boards. In fact, however, in a variant on Key’s ‘right guys’ method, it was common for candidates to be handpicked by political parties and effectively inserted into elected office on a patronage basis.62 For this to occur, of course, turnout had to have been relatively low (which, not surprisingly, was usually the case) and the elections largely orchestrated by parties and party factions.
While it is impossible to estimate the number of patronage positions made available in this fashion, it was probably extensive. The local health authorities (Unità Socio-Sanitarie Locali, or USL), for instance, were plagued by patronage and poor administration following their establishment in 1978. As one observer summarizes:

By universal consent they [the USL] proved to be profoundly unsatisfactory. They were immediately colonized by the political parties, who filled them with individuals with little managerial competence, expertise, or understanding of cost controls, but a voracious appetite for the exercise of political patronage in purchasing and job-creation.\textsuperscript{63}

3.2.5 Fixing Civil Service Examinations

Even those purportedly appointed on the basis of merit examinations may not be. It was not unknown for civil service examination results to be fixed. It is of course impossible to know how widespread this practice was. It was apparently common for exam results to be tampered with for appointments to the public transportation agency in Milan, which was considered part of the DC's fief.\textsuperscript{64} The practice was presumably more widespread.
Appointment procedures, especially at the local level, took on irregular forms even if examination results were not tampered with. The civil service competitions for appointments to various public bodies were often conducted improperly. In 1993, Italy’s leading student of public administration, Sabino Cassese, estimated that virtually 100 percent of competitions for appointments to the local health authorities and 60 percent of those for regional and local administrative positions were contaminated by procedural irregularities.\textsuperscript{65}

While practices such as these undoubtedly represent the most severe type of violations of the meritocratic procedures that should characterize bureaucratic appointments, they probably contributed the fewest numbers of bureaucrats of the various classes of behaviors itemized above. By and large, Italy’s postwar patronage system probably functioned more on the margins of legality than completely beyond it. The outcome was nonetheless that by the 1980s, the bulk of appointments to the public sector occurred in clear violation of the spirit of civil service regulations even if in nominal conformity to legal requirements.
3.2.6 Patronage Promotions within the Civil Service

Promotion within the ranks of the Italian civil service supposedly occurred almost exclusively on a seniority basis. In fact, however, there was room for discretion since the number of appointments at each level was established by law and there were fewer senior management positions than qualified candidates.\textsuperscript{66} Discretion was often exercised using partisan and factional criteria. In the 1970s, research found, most Italian civil servants ‘did not believe that the most qualified had the possibility of reaching the highest positions in the public administration’.\textsuperscript{67} A survey of highly placed bureaucrats in three departments — the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Artisans, and the Ministry of Labor and Social Security — reported that whereas in the Ministry of the Interior, top-level civil servants were highly experienced and quite senior, having moved up the ranks in orderly progression, their counterparts in the Ministry of Labor were considerably younger, less experienced, and often appointed after having held posts in other public agencies.\textsuperscript{68} The author reasons that, in light of the notorious lack of mobility of Italian bureaucrats among various ministries, appointments in the Ministry of Labor were often proceeding on a patronage basis; that is, thanks to external partisan and union experience
and loyalty. Donatella della Porta and Alberto Vannucci also report that although bureaucratic careers were formally autonomous in Italy, in fact promotion often took place thanks to the ‘political merits’ of the candidate.

The extent of patronage promotions within the civil service was unknown; others have maintained that the ministries themselves, as distinct from the parastatal sector (see above) were largely free of patronage appointments.

3.3 The Nationalization of Machine Politics in Postwar Italy

In 1935, Key reported that as of 1929, 40 percent of New York city employees had been appointed without regard for merit procedures; similarly, in 1922, two out of five civil service positions in Cleveland were occupied by ‘temporary’ appointees who had received their jobs without civil service procedures having been invoked. In postwar Italy, by contrast, we observe the nationalization of machine-type politics. Patronage appointments were routine and extensive throughout the national public administration, not only in specific localities.

My argument is that this occurred because members of the Italian national parliament — and not just local politicians and party bosses — developed systems of patronage appointments as a form of constituency service,
in order to enhance their prospects for reelection. While patronage appointments were heavily concentrated in the South, where electoral volatility was higher\textsuperscript{72} and where the DC’s factions were more heavily implanted, the system was ultimately national. It was led by national politicians — deputies and ministers — and relied heavily on resources provided by the central government and parliament. As a result, local notables who had controlled their own resources were displaced by prominent members of national governing parties during the 1950s and 1960s.\textsuperscript{73}

The consequences were twofold. First, DC legislators (and to a lesser extent parliamentarians affiliated with the smaller governing parties) enjoyed such a strong incumbency advantage that by the end of their rule in the 1990s, the country was governed by a small gerontocracy. Of 2,016 cabinet positions held by 488 different individuals in the first six postwar legislatures, 1,331 or 66 per cent of them were held by a mere 152 persons, or 31 per cent of the total.\textsuperscript{74} Likewise, among DC deputies, only some 20 to 35 per cent were newly-elected in each of the postwar parliamentary elections (excluding the first, naturally) until the 1994 elections overturned the existing party system.\textsuperscript{75} Second, the efficiency of the public administration was catastrophically compromised. Staffed largely by southerners appointed for
partisan purposes, many of whom lacked the requisite expertise or experience, the postwar Italian civil service was woefully inept. It is no wonder that it took more people to get the job done. Even if politicians had not had an interest in overstaffing simply to enlarge their opportunities for patronage appointments, the sheer incompetence of many appointees would have guaranteed that central government productivity was, as one study found, only 36 percent of that potentially attainable. Given the electoral incentives facing Italy’s governing parties, it is not surprising that local government performance was better where the opposition was in power. Postwar Italy represented ‘bad government’ incarnate.

4 Excessive Legislation and Facilitation in the Italian Context

In the accounts of Fiorina, Fiorina and Noll, and Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina, legislators deliberately construct national programs and bureaucratic units that are difficult for ordinary citizens to negotiate and that are prone to error precisely to then come to their rescue by providing ombudsman facilitation services. This permits credit-claiming on the part of incumbent legislators, giving them an electoral advantage over challengers.
The postwar Italian context provides an interesting variant on this type of excessive bureaucratization. In Italy, we observe excessive legislation, excessive both in the sense of too many laws and excessive in the sense of laws that are unusually verbose and detailed. And the ‘rescue’ mechanism that was created involved the political patron — typically, a DC party boss with direct ties to the center, usually a member of parliament — whose job was to facilitate the complex and often contradictory legislation that existed. As one noted student of Italian politics observed, ‘the patrons enjoy that status because of a demonstrated capacity to leverage the bureaucracy’.

That postwar Italy exhibits an unusually large number of laws was observed even in the early 1960s, in Predieri’s study of Italian legislation. He found that there had been a clear increase in the number of laws generated by parliament after World War II compared with the period between 1888 and the assumption of power by the fascists. The bulk of the increase was in the number of leggine passed, or highly specific legislation directed at particular clienteles. Most of these, as we already know, were introduced by individual parliamentarians and passed in committee. Moreover, Predieri found that individual parliamentarians often introduced multiple bills on the same matter, so that each could claim credit with his locality. He argued that one
reason for the excessive number of laws in Italy lay with the desire by MPs to claim credit. Not surprisingly, there was a massive drop in the number of leggine passed following the changes in Italy’s electoral system that occurred in the early 1990s. Whereas more than half of Italy’s laws had been passed solely in committee in the X Legislature, without ever being voted on by the entire floor, bills passed in committee fell to less than 8 per cent of the total in the XII Legislature and about 13 per cent in the XIII.\(^2\)

Italian laws are comparatively verbose and detailed.\(^3\) Predieri contended that lengthy legislation was a deliberate attempt by the bureaucracy to increase its discretion. Most government legislation was in fact authored by the bureaucracy which, Predieri argued, wrote deliberately obscure laws in order to leave the interpretation of them in its own hands.\(^4\) Contrary to what one might intuitively expect, excessive detailed legislation was a signal of excessive bureaucratic discretion not greater political control over the bureaucracy.\(^5\) The excessive number of often overlapping, often intricately detailed laws meant that ordinary citizens were always in danger of violating the law, often without even knowing they were doing so. This compounded the discretion of the bureaucrat in his interaction with citizens.\(^6\).

Allowing the bureaucracy vast discretion had at least three effects: 1) it
increased the likelihood of bureaucratic corruption, giving bureaucrats leeway to collect bribes in order to turn a blind eye to common infractions of the law or to help citizens negotiate the complex and intricate workings of the laws where, for instance, multiple signatures were required on relatively mundane matters; 2) it enhanced the political loyalty of the bureaucrat to the politician who turned a blind eye to the former’s infractions; and 3) it made the services of a political patron that much more valuable to ordinary citizens. By deliberately creating a situation characterized by a large amount of bureaucratic slippage, legislators increased their own opportunities for intervention and facilitation.

In this context of excessive legislation — the Italian parallel to the excessive bureaucratization of federal programs identified by Fiorina and Noll — politicians with direct ties to the national government became valuable patrons, especially in areas of the country where ordinary people were less well educated and disposed of few resources with which to contact the national government. By micromanaging local affairs through national legislation, national politicians augmented their opportunities for constituency service. In his study of Neapolitan politics, Percy Allum documents the ‘constituency services’ provided by local politicians: ‘the fixing of local taxes, the awarding
of public contracts, the enforcement of health and security regulations, the granting or withholding of licenses to do certain types of business...\textsuperscript{87}

5 Patronage and Corruption

Thus far, I have described a system in which political patronage, in the form of jobs and facilitation, serves as constituency service. The underlying dynamics giving rise to the ‘personal vote’ are the same in the United States and in Italy: electoral systems that give legislators incentives to deliver individuated services to voters.\textsuperscript{88} But a glaring difference between the two systems remains. In the United States, contemporary constituency service does not entail massive and widespread political corruption, at least not to the best of our knowledge. In Italy, however, the postwar individuation of services did, certainly until the collapse of the DC-led regime after 1994.\textsuperscript{89} Why? Under what circumstances does the drive to offer individuated political services slide into corrupt exchanges; exchanges, that is, in which the provision of such services, rather than being effectively unpriced, require the payment of a bribe or kickback?\textsuperscript{90} What distinguishes corruption from constituency service?
The short answer of course is that laws create corruption, especially political corruption. The laws relevant to political corruption — illegal activities especially involving bribery on the part of elected officials — are those surrounding the financing of political parties and political campaigns, precisely because such laws govern important aspects of access to public office in a politically competitive environment.

Political corruption is generally relatively low in developed wealthy nations. Those instances in which it is exposed typically involve campaign financing, as scandals in the late 1990s in countries such as France and Germany show. Cross-nationally, the specific configuration of laws and electoral institutions that lead to more or less political corruption, especially in wealthy democracies, remains an open question, but in Italy, a 1974 law on the financing of political parties seems to have been an important trigger of political corruption, because it outlawed donations to political campaigns by public firms.

This argument hinges on the distinction between political and bureaucratic corruption, which is worth reviewing before proceeding. The latter may be defined as illegal activities for personal gain by appointed public officials (bureaucrats), whereas the first may be defined as illegal activities
for personal gain by elected public officials (politicians). Often, bureaucratic corruption is small scale and piecemeal, in which single acts involve relatively trivial amounts of money, whereas political corruption is large scale, ‘grand’ corruption, involving large sums of monies, but this is not necessarily the case. Bureaucratic corruption occurs when poorly supervised or monitored appointed officials accept or require sums of money from citizens in exchange for performing their jobs in some way. Political corruption, by contrast, involves an actor other than those we have encountered thus far; namely, business. It is businesses that pay the bribes and kickbacks and that in exchange receive the contracts for public works. It is politicians who orchestrate these exchanges, and bureaucrats who serve as the crucial intermediaries in them. Voters, by and large, are uninvolved in political (as opposed to bureaucratic) corruption.

Bureaucratic corruption was a natural and predictable outgrowth of the excessive legalism and legislation characteristic of the Italian system, and of an administrative system with virtually no ex post monitoring. Indeed, these features were, I have suggested, deliberately designed in order to enhance opportunities for bureaucratic corruption, thereby binding bureaucrats more closely to their political patrons. Political corruption, by contrast, seems
mainly the result of the legal setting, as an informal comparison with the US context indicates. For political corruption to emerge in the search for the personal vote:

1. Businesses must be willing to pay bribes as part of the cost of doing business with the public sector; hence they must be sheltered from international competition (for different reasons, this was true both of the postwar US and Italy);

2. Individual candidates must have incentives to seek financial resources; this incentive stems from the need to amass personal votes (true in both cases);

3. The collective incumbency advantage enjoyed by some candidates must be high enough that they do not fear the usual electoral repercussions of seeking such resources; namely, denunciations in the press, the emergence of a political rival who seizes on the existence of corruption to promise to clean up government, and an electorate which is at once fed up with corruption and able to relinquish the personal and district-level benefits that come with patronage politics (this used to be true in the US but is largely no longer the case).
4. The legal threshold must be set such that the drive to amass campaign finances on the part of individual candidates is likely to expand beyond the borders of legality (not true in the US, where donations are largely unregulated; true after 1974 in Italy, where certain donations were prohibited).

Even in the 1950s, empirical research has found that patronage politics in southern Italy involved elements of overt political corruption.\textsuperscript{100} But the early postwar patronage system, although certainly exhibiting instances of illegality and corruption, does not appear to have been constructed around the payment and collection of bribes.\textsuperscript{101} Instead, the consensus in the literature seems to be that Italy’s patronage system only lurched into becoming a fullscale system of corruption, one that ultimately involved staggering sums of money and virtually every public contract, sometime in the 1970s or 1980s.\textsuperscript{102} Corroborating this, it is only in the early 1970s that we observe a significant statistical relationship between intraparty electoral competition within the DC — marking the search for individual preference votes — and suspected malfeasance on the part of Christian Democratic members of parliament.\textsuperscript{103}

What changed?

The most important change was legal. Passage of a law on the financ-
ing of political parties in 1974 prohibited public companies from donating monies to political parties or electoral campaigns.\textsuperscript{104} Previously, such donations had been legal, and must have constituted a large portion of campaign finances. By rendering such donations illegal, the law on public financing criminalized existing practices. Even if behavior had not changed at all — although it probably did, as campaigns became more expensive in an era of mass media and declining rank-and-file electoral mobilization — the 1974 law would have introduced substantially more political corruption into the system than previously existed. Indeed, the 1974 law prohibiting donations on the part of state-owned companies to political campaigns has been judged as contributing to an ‘explosion’ of illegal contributions in their place.\textsuperscript{105}

The existing literature on Italian political corruption largely concurs with the view that ‘notwithstanding the existing law on the financing of party politics, the principal beneficiaries of corruption were the political parties as a whole’.\textsuperscript{106} According to this account, Italian political corruption had as its central protagonists national politicians, and as its main goal the financing of political campaigns. This system, I would maintain, ran parallel to the one described here in which votes were exchanged for individual patronage goods. In the parallel illegal system, money was exchanged for public contracts.
The interpretation offered here stresses more than is usual the importance of individual electoral competition in driving both types of exchange. Individual candidates were left to raise their campaign finances on their own. The need to do so arose from the search for personal votes. As the initial patronage mechanism for amassing such votes gradually became inadequate, politicians turned to extracting illegal kickbacks from firms as part of the process of bidding out public works contracts. The change in law regarding party financing affected the extent of corruption by criminalizing and possibly encouraging donations by public companies to politicians.\textsuperscript{107}

6 Conclusions

Italian commentators have debated the role of the public in possibly colluding in the growth and preservation of the system of patronage and corruption that characterized the postwar era. Some have argued that such a system could not have endured without some measure of consent to it. The Fiorina-Noll model allows us to reinterpret the role of ordinary citizens. Citizens value both the collective benefits they receive from legislation and the individual benefits they collect through facilitation, or what in the Italian context manifests as patronage. Because the latter depends specifically on the retention
of office on the part of the individual legislator, voters (and their extended families) who are recipients of patronage are effectively trapped into voting for the incumbent regardless of how they evaluate his party’s performance nationally. Moreover, voters who oppose the system are unable to coordinate their actions effectively with others who are located in other electoral districts, and hence are largely powerless.\textsuperscript{108}

In this account, the causes of ‘bad government’ are endogenous to the political system, and not the result of external forces.\textsuperscript{109} In context, this interpretation suggests that the Christian Democrats might well have retained power (albeit using illegal means) even in the absence of the US veto on Communist participation in government.\textsuperscript{110} The ability of the DC to retain a large enough pool of voters to continue to block Communist participation in government stems, according to the view advanced in this study, from its strategic intertwining of individual patronage, pork barrel legislation, excessive bureaucratization, and illegal campaign funds.

I have analyzed these characteristics of postwar Italy as an equilibrium, in which behaviors of various actors reinforced each other and from which none had an incentive to withdraw. But that does not mean that this outcome was deliberately designed as such, or that it was anticipated by the
politicians whose activities created it. Some aspects were inherited (a large public industry, for instance) and made strategic use of, some were initially designed with other aims in mind (keeping the Communists at bay, for instance), and some were deliberately created by groups of legislators acting in concert to enlarge their individual reelection opportunities. Just as in the US, the pursuit of office by individual politicians led to an overall outcome none may have imagined or desired, so in Italy the strategic use of state resources by legislators led to an equilibrium outcome designed by no one but perpetuated by all.

Italian political patronage has long been interpreted as a residue of backwardness and underdevelopment, or as a temporary byproduct arising out of the process of modernization. The framework adopted here offers an alternative reading of patronage politics. I have argued that they constituted the Italian variant of the entirely modern constituency service seen also in the Anglo-American democracies, or more generally in those democratic polities in which legislators have incentives to individuate their political appeal. Certainly there were distinctively Italian characteristics that promoted the construction of patronage politics there rather than the more neutral kinds of constituency services used to entice voters in the United States. Some
of these characteristics were undoubtedly historically derived. The South of the country was vulnerable to the construction of patronage machines precisely because of a history of government that had prevented the emergence of the Catholic and Communist political subcultures seen in the center and northeast of the country, subcultures that provided a buffer against the construction of local patronage machines. In that sense, history contributed to the emergence of patronage politics in postwar Italy. But the underlying incentive that I have argued promoted the widespread adoption of patronage politics and partisan use of the public administration was the entirely modern incentive of retaining one's legislative seat.

Finally, the argument advanced here suggests that voters are unlikely to be able to coordinate their efforts across electoral districts and successfully ‘throw the rascals out’ once an equilibrium based on the incumbency advantages offered by constituency service has fully emerged, especially not when it is tied to large amounts of money deriving from political corruption. How then did the system described here end in the early 1990s? This is not the place to detail the collapse of bad government in Italy, but the answer in short is that such a system ends only if it is disrupted by exogenous factors. For instance, a substantial change in the international economic environ-
ment might change the strategies preferred by important client groups, as some recent studies suggest. This problem awaits further study.
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